
Funny October Would You Rather Questions

1. Be a real-life Vampire or Werewolf?
2. Be dressed up as Superman / Wonder Woman or as Batman / Catwoman?
3. Be a black cat or a vampire bat?
4. Spend Halloween night at a haunted house or spend the night at a cemetery?
5. Drink apple cider or eat pumpkin spice cake?
6. Go trick or treating or stay home and watch a scary movie?
7. Eat candy corn or Smarties?
8. Be Covered in spiders or snakes?
9. Explore a corn maze or a haunted house?
10. Eat Extreme Sour Warheads or Hot Tamales?
11. Face a Zombie Apocalypse or an Invasion of 10-ft spiders?
12. Be Goldilocks or Frankenstein?
13. Dunk for apples or carve a jack-lantern?
14. Be Goldilocks or Frankenstein?

October Would You Rather Questions Adults

15. Be scared or scare someone?
16. Fall into a pool of blood or kiss the creature from the Black Lagoon?
17. Attend a seance or go on a ghost hunt?
18. Get lost in a corn maze or get stuck in an elevator with dracula?
19. Be able to see ghosts or communicate with animals?
20. Get lost in a corn maze or get stuck in an elevator with dracula?
21.Watch horror movies non-stop or cancel your Netflix forever?
22.Wear a witch’s hat or wear a vampire’s cape for a week?
23. Say trick or treat in the scariest voice or dance at each door for a piece of candy?
24. Have warts on your nose or warts on your toes?
25. Sleep with bats or sleep with rats?
26. Sleep upside down or sleep in a coffin?

Fall Would You Rather Questions

1. Stay inside in the fall or go on a date night?

2. Walk in the park or go on vacation?
3. Watch movies or keep going out?
4. Wnjoy the fall at the beach or near the trees?
5. Watch movies or keep going out?
6. A brisk walk with the dogs or without the dogs?
7. Have multiple blankets or none at all?
8. A date night outside or inside?
9. Have it hot or have it cold?
10. I held your hand or skipped holding it?
11. Travel somewhere warm in the fall or stay at home?
12. Have seasons or live somewhere where it’s warm all the time?


